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nished the Corliss engine which moved all
the machinery at the Philadelphia Centennial
Exhibition in 1876.
OOBM, from the Greek kormas, which
means the trunk of or- plant or tree with
"brandies removed, a name which defines a
solid underground stem related to tubers
and to bulbs. Corms are very commonly re-
ferred to as bulbs, which they closely re-
semble; they are more properly root-bulbs.
Among the conspicuous examples of plants
with corms are the gladiolus, cyclamen, crocus
and Indian turnip. See bulb.
COK/MORANT, a large web-footed bird,
having a long and strongly booked bill, a
long neck, short wings and a rather long,
rounded tail. The cormorants, of which
there are several species, are excellent
swimmers and divers, and yet they often
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CORMORANT
perch on trees. In color they are generally
black or dark. The double-crested cormorant
is found occasionally in the inland waters of
the United States and often along the coast.
The common European cormorant is larger
than a goose, but has smaller wings. The
Chinese have for many centuries trained the
cormorants to fish for them, which they do
very successfully, obediently bringing the
fish to their masters without mutilation.
When thus employed strings are tied around
the necks of the birds, to make it impossible
for them to swallow the fish they catch. Two
fishermen in one boat can handle fifteen or
twenty cormorants with ease.
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CRN, the most important
agricultural product of
the United States in
value of crop, acreage
and production, and one
of the most valuable food
plants in the world.
Though it has not the
importance of wheat as
a bread food, it is the
basis of successful farm-
ing, for upon it depends
the raising of all food
animals and therefore
the production of such
commodities as wool,
hides, milk, eggs and but-
ter. And since work ani-
mals, too, are fed on corn
and hay, the production of other grains is
dependent on the corn crop. The corn plant
is often used as an emblem of bountiful har-
vests, and especially as a symbol of the pros-
perity of the American republic. Edna Dean
Proctor's charming poem Columbia's Em-
blem expresses this idea in these lines:
The rose may bloom for England,
The lily for France unfold;
Ireland may honor the shamrock,
Scotland her thistle bold;
But the shield of the great Republic,
The glory of the West,
Shall bear a stalk of the tasseled Corn,
Of all our wealth the best!
Description. Corn belongs to the grass
family. In general appearance it resembles
the sugar cane and sorghum. The stalks
are from four to twelve feet high, according
to the variety, are jointed at frequent in-
tervals, are of a dark purple and green, color
and are concave on one side. Their leaves
are long, slender and pointed, and are of
a dark green color. The fruit, called the
ears, grow from the axils of the leaves.
Corn bears two kinds of flowers, those at
the top of the stalk, bearing the stamens and
forming the tassel, and those on the ear, con-
stituting the silk and bearing the pistils.
Each thread of the silk is a pistil which ter-
minates in a kernel. The seeds, or kernels,
are arranged in rows around a thick stem
called the cob. The ears may have eight or
twelve or more rows, but they always have
an even number. They are covered with
long slender glumes called "husks.
Corn is a native of America and was not
known previous to the discovery of the JTew

